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A panorama of the ages on one full-color master chart created by prophecy experts Tim LaHaye

and Thomas Ice! Beginning with eternity past and looking all the way to the prophetic future,

LaHaye and Ice provide a compelling overview of the key points and events described in Bible

history.Certain to become a much-used resource, God's Prophetic Plan Chart provides a unique

and handy reference tool for Bible teachers and everyone interested in future events. (Basic chart

included in Charting the End Times.)
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This chart is the same as the one included in the book by Tim Lahaye: Charting the End Times. It is

very helpful but had I known the same chart was included as a pull-out chart in the front of the book,

I would NOT have bought it as an additional item.To make the best use of the chart, a book would

also be necessary to explain it. However, in a small group situation, it might be appropriate to have

individual copies for members to use.

If Scripture seems a bit confusing on the subjects of Heaven and Hell, the Messiah and the Cross,

Death and Hades, the Times of the Gentiles, the Tribulation and the Great Tribulation, and the

Second Coming of Christ, then get this chart.It's tough trying to "put it all together" when reading the

Bible. This chart will help you understand how to put things in their proper context. It's very

affordable and there is a companion book available separately (I have not read that book at the time



of this review).It will fit in most Bibles fairly well so you can take it with you. The finish is a high-gloss

vinyl to minimize wear and tear. I've bought several for family, friends and pastor.

A helpful well produced tool to have a complete overview of Bible Prophecy. The print is clear and

the colors in the charting are helpful to present this overview in a quick review or a more detailed

investigation including Bible verses. It seems to be easily received by young and old alike as my

teen age grandson and my 99 yrs old mother in law were glad to have the chart as well as wanted

more to share with others. The quickness of clarity seems to make a person feel like they can take

the time to cover the chronology key points. Then if more study is wanted they can use follow up

material of the Book and Study Guide of the same title. I treasure my copies and always have extra

on hand to clarify my own thinking or share with others as they seemed interested.

This is a nice fold out chart of the whole Biblical scenario from a dispensational view. It makes a

good reference and book mark for my Bible. I would also recommend LaHaye and ice's book

charting the end times, it is fully comprehensive.

My Bible study class is studying dispensational truth and this chart fits in perfectly. It is on the

bulletin board for members to review from time to time. Great for a glance at where we've been and

where we're going. .

It is very nice but I was hoping that it would include all the charts that are in the Tim LaHaye

Prophesy Bible. I've looked around and don't find those charts available except when buying the

book. I already have the bible and want to get the same charts for a bible study.

I feel sorry for all the unbelievers in this World. It is my daily prayer that all their eyes may be

opened and their ears opened, so that they see and hear God's woonderful gospel for salvation.

This graphic presentation of our past and future is extremely informative. I have given more than 10

(lost count) to my friends. I would rather buy these from  (there are cheaper)
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